INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY FESTIVAL
"To be the best for the best"
ONLINE PERMANENT MAKE-UP
Microblading eyebrows
Micropigmentation of eyebrows (by your chosen technique)
Eyeliner - upper eyelids (by your chosen technique)
Lips (by your chosen technique)
ATTENTION!
The resulting effect is appreciated!
Competition organizer: Mgr. Teresa Czernek
Contact for sending applications:
tel. + 420 604 200 958
e-mail: teresa.czernek@seznam.cz www.beauty-nails.cz
The competition is international and can be attended by people from any countries.
The competition is divided into categories
JUNIOR - the category is intended for beginners - up to 2 years of experience in the
field
MASTER - category is intended for advanced - from 2 years of experience in the
field
PROFESIONAL - the category is intended for professionals - for trainers and jurors.
The subject of the competition will be the permanent make-up of eyebrows, lips and
eyeliner using the chosen technique, namely microblading, or micropigmentation and
sending the work for assessment by an expert jury.
The condition for participation in the competition is to send:
1. Completed applications by e-mail or mail to the organizer's address.
2. A copy of the diploma confirming completion of the course and obtaining a
qualification to perform permanent make-up in the selected category.
3. Photographs of the model (without editing in Photoshop, ie any retouches) of a
larger format (eg A4), taken before performing the PMU by the selected technique.
Submitted photos will not be returned after the competition, they become the
property of the competition organizer.
4. Confirmation of payment of the registration fee in the amount of 60.- euro, or
1600.- CZK for each category to the account of the organizer (see payment info).

Payment info:
No. 219094558/0300
account name CZERNEK TERESA
IBAN CZ33 0300 0000 0002 1909 4558
BIC (SWIFT) CEKOCZPP
type of account Current foreign exchange account in EUR
CSOB Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka a.s. Radlicka 333/1560
150 57 Prague
Company account in CZK
209637416/0300
Evaluation criteria
1.) Choosing the right shape for permanent makeup for the model type.
2.) Select the appropriate color for the model type
3.) Technique and complexity of work
4.) Cleanliness of work
5.) Overall impression
Professional jury
The members of the jury are selected by the organizer of the competition and the
composition of the jury is international.
The jury evaluates the entries submitted to the competition and its evaluation is final
and unquestionable. The participant in the competition voluntarily accepts the
evaluation of the jury and its criticism.
Competition conditions
Each participant will send at least one photo (for eyebrows and lips) and a maximum
of 6 photos for eyeliner for one application.
PHOTO "BEFORE"
photo of the model's face - eyes open.
photo from above with an approach to the place where the permanent make-up
is performed.
photo with zoom in on the left open eye. The inner and outer corners of the eye
must be visible (for eyeliner)
photo with zoom in on the right open eye. The inner and outer corners of the eye
must be visible (for eyeliner)
PHOTO "AFTER"
photo of the model's face - eyes open.
photo with zoom in on the left open eye. The inner and outer corners of the eye
must be visible (for eyeliner)
photo with zoom in on the right open eye. The inner and outer corners of the eye
must be visible (for eyeliner)

OTHER CONDITIONS
The winners are the participants with the highest number of points. The first three
places in each category are announced.
All competitors will receive diplomas for participation. The winners of the individual
categories, who took the first, second and third places, will receive material gifts from
the competition organizer and sponsors in addition to diplomas and cups.
1. Each participant in the competition receives a diploma of participation in the
competition, a 15% discount on training with the sponsors of the competition and a
10% discount on the purchase of goods from sponsoring companies and the
organizer of the competition. Participants who occupy I., II, and III. instead, they
receive in-kind donations from the organizer and sponsors of the competition.
2. Registration for the competition and sending a photo of the model is automatically
a statement that the persons in the photos agree to their publication in the
advertising of the competition, and that the providing person assumes all
responsibility for the content of the material provided. Any comments from third
parties may not be used against the competition organizers.
3. The person who submits the application for the competition automatically agrees
with the conditions of the competition and at the same time gives consent to the use
of personal data in accordance with the provisions on personal data protection.
4. The participant of the competition automatically gives the organizer consent to the
use of photographs taken during the competition in printed and Internet advertising
(in connection with the advertising of the competition).
5. In case of withdrawal from the competition, the registration fee is not refundable.
I agree with the conditions of the competition.
Date:_______________
Legible signature: __________________

COMPETITION APPLICATION
INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY FESTIVAL
"To be the best for the best"
ONLINE PERMANENT MAKE -UP
Name and surname of the competitor: ________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________
E-mail:_________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________________________________
Category: (tick selected)
1. Permanent makeup eyebrow microblading technique
2. Permanent makeup eyebrow micropigmentation technique
3. Permanent eyeliner makeup (upper eyelids)
4. Permanent makeup lips
I agree with the conditions of the competition.
Date:___________________________________________________________
Legible signature: _________________________________________________

